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Introduction 

In spite of the rapid advances made In the past 2 
decades. world food production will barely manage to 
keep up with population and demand from now until the 
year 2000. The exceptionally stable climatic period 
witnessed by the world over the past 40 years is highly 
unlikely to continue (Cusack. 1983). Climatic Instability 
will Increase the vulnerability of the already marginal 
areas currently under cultivation In the semiarid regions 
of Asia and Africa. Integration of information from soils. 
crops. and the environment is crucial to evolve carefully 
managed systems of cultivation that make the most 
emcient use of natural resources. 

Progress in 
Agroclimatological Analysis 

Prevlous agrocllmatological analyses are too numer- 
ous to list and have ranged from analyzing a slngle factor 
such a s  rdnfall to combining multiple data sets from 
cllmate, soils, and socioeconomics to develop operation- 
ally loglcal subdivisions for a crop In a country (Carter. 
1987). It is dlmcult to categorize them Into well-defined 
types slnce the analysis itself was often dictated by 
perceived needs, data availabflity and ease of data 
collection. tools and methodologies available for data 
manipulation and. most of all, by the evolution of the 
knowledge base elucidating the interactions between the 
climate and agricultural systems. For example, ralnfall 
analysis over the past 4 decades progressed from a 
traditlonal statlstlcal approach to a more agronomically 
relevant approach today. 

The most common practlce In agroclimatic analysis 
has been to present averages of monthly, seasonal, or 
annual totals of the of interest derived from 
long-term weather records. There was an early recogni- 
Uon that rainfall Is most properly viewed mainly a s  a 
balance between the supply and evaporative demand 
rather than a s  supply per se. ~ethodologles initially 
suggested Vhomthwaite. 1965) that comparisons be- 
tween average rainfall and potentlal evapotranspiration 
(PE) be used to predict moisture avallabillty to crops. In 

all the above methodologies, the problems associated 
with interannual varlabillty have been recognized. 

The question of varlabillty has been addressed by 
analyzing yearly totals for a particular period. and 
estlmatlng from them the amount of r a b  that can be 
expected at  given probability levels. A unlque example of 
using the probability approach Is given by Hargreaves 
(1971) who developed a 'moisture availability index' 
whlch is the ratlo of PD/PE where PD is the dependable 
precipitation deflned as the expected rainfall at the 75% 
probability level. 

Stern et al. (1982) argued that even wlth such 
improved approaches. much of the informaUon that 
could otherwise be easily generated from dally data is 
never analyzed. Computer storage Is now readlly avall- 
able to easily store and use daily data. As an alternative 
to many of the direct approaches employed In agrocli- 
matic analysis, Stem et al. (1982) proposed that the 
seasonal pattern of dally ralnfall could be modeled and 
probabilities of ralnfall events could then be derived from 
the model. 

The value of any agroclimatic analysis depends 
upon Its exploitation In an agronomic sense which 
makes the analysis agronomically relevant. Since most 
agronomic questions start with decision maklng 
pertaining to planting. fertilizer application, weedlng. 
cultivation, harvesting, etc.. it is desirable to frame t h e  
questions of relevance from the standpoint of cropplng 
sequence a s  opposed to a monthly calendar. OperaUon? 
of this nature are based on real time weather events such 
a s  the occurrence of a given amount of preclpllaUon, eg.. 
20 mm of rainfall. Stewart (1985) proposed thal 
Indicators be used to forecast seasonal rainfall anc 
then the forecast would be used to gulde farm 
management declstons. Based on the analysls of thr 
relationship between the date of onset of ralns a n c  
the length of the growing season for 58 locations Ir 
the Sahellan and Sudanian climatlc zones of Wes, 
Africa, Sivakumar (1988) proposed the concept o 
'Weather-responsive Crop Management TacUcs'. Thl! 
concept comblnes the knowledge from the analysls o 
histortcal weather data with real-tlme weather data i( 
make changesin management tactics during the growlnr 
season. 
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Integrating Soil and Crop Models 
for Agroclimatological Analysis 

Agroclimatological analyses of the type described 
above provlde useful Information, but integration of this 
information with soll and crop data ie necessary for most 
applicauons. Models are useful for the purpose of inte- 
gration (NIX. 1987). Advances made over the past 2 
decades In our understanding of crop/weather relation- 
ships led to modeling crop responses to the environment 
under a wide range of soils. climates. and agronomic 
management systems. As Nlx (1987) explains. models 
may be simply no more than intuitive Judgment-based 
models based on a set of linked logical statements; a set 
of statistical equauons: or dynarnlc. process-based 
simulation models. 

Models that integrate soil and crop information for 
agroclimatological analyses have been developed. e.g.. 
the WATE3AL model of CSlRO (Keig and McAlpin. 1974) 
deals with soil alone. 

Since several models are readily available. it is 
Important to ask how one approaches the task of inte- 
grauon. The flrst step is to carefully define the purpose 
for which the models are to be integrated for agroclima- 
tologlcal analysis. Initially. this could be defined from 
the conclusions drawn from climatic data analysis. For 
example. calculations of the length of growing season 
from rainfall data could lead to the question of matching 
crops to the avallable season length. Then it is important 
to review the so11, crop. and climatic data avallable. and 
the methods of matching these databases, which often 
dictate the type of model that could be employed. Aver- 
age climatic data are more readily avallable and docu- 
mented than dally weather data and this leads to a clear 
disUnctlon between crop-climate models and crop- 
weather models. The choice of a model is also based on 
the level of accuracy and the scale of application desired. 

An example of the use of average cUmaUc data for 
irrlgatlon plannlng at Individual sites I s  the Doorenbos 
and Pruitt (1977) model for crop water requirements. 
This model could also be employed to estimate loss of 
crop yleld through water stress for specinc crops. At the 
other end of the scale of application of average climatic 
data is the agro-ecological zones (AEZ) model of FA0 
(Higgins et al., 1987), which can be used to estimate 
potenual ralnfed crop yields on a regional or global scale. 
The AEZ model combined world soil and cllmatic data to 
yleld 45.000 unique agro-ecological cells and incorpo- 
rated elements from other models. e.g.. the Doorenbos 
and Prultt (1977) model. 

It is also important to reallze that crop-climate 
models limlt the application to decisions of a "strategic" 
nature. 1.e.. those concerning long-term development 
planning. lntraseasonal variation in weather leads to 
short-term vaxlation In crop growth and development 
and these call for "tactical" or operational declslons 
dudng the crop growing season. 1f the purpose is to make 
tacucal decisions during the periods when droughts 
occur. it is necessary to integrate models that consider 
prevailing soil water conditions, the sensitivity of the 
crop to water stress. and crop water requirements in 

real-tlme situations. For this purpose. crop-weather 
models could be used. 

A number of crop-weather models are available for 
these applications. Based on the predominant approach. 
Baler (1979) classlfled them lnto three types: multiple 
regression field models. statistically-based crop/weather 
analysis models. and crop growth simulatlon models. 
For real time applications, the latter two types are useful. 

Crop/weather analysis models use daily climatic 
data, soil characteristics. derlved varlables such as soll 
water, and observed or estimated crop phenolom. Con- 
ventional statistical procedures and non-linear regres- 
sion techniques are used to evaluate the coemclents 
relating crop response to the input varlables. The scale 
of application could be dally or any interval over which 
no appreciable change occurs in the crop response. The 
wheat/weather analysis model developed by Baler (1973) 
is a typical crop/weather analysis model. A good ex- 
ample of an application of the crop/weather analysis 
model, under conditions where water is the main con- 
straint for crop production. is the FA0 crop forecasling 
method (Frere and Popov. 1979) which is being used for 
a number of crops In several regions of the world. This 
method is based on the computatlon of a water satisfac- 
Uon index based upon a cumuiatlve water balance for a 
given crop on a 10-day scale. 

Over the last decade. rapid advances have been 
made in the development of simulation models. These 
models attempt to explain, through a set ofmathemati- 
cal equations. the impact of weather variables and sol1 
prop&ies on physi~logical processes. As discussed 
earlier, the level of complexity of the model selected 
depends on the purpose. For agrocllmatologlcal appllca- 
tions. early eflorts involved the use of a specific crop 
growth model for examining the effects ofvariable weather 
or alternative crop management options such as  spacing 
or plant population on crop responses. However, for 
some speciflc applications, two or more simulation models 
had to be integrated. Krlshna et al. (1987) used compo- 
nents of two simulation models, EPIC (Eroslon-hoduc- 
tivlty Impact Calculator) and SORGF (sorghum growth 
simulation model), with 20 years of actual climatic data 
to evaluate the potential of tied ridges (furrow dikes) to 
increase sorghum production. Thelr simulaUons high- 
lighted the importance of year-to-year weather varl- 
ations on the expected benefits from tied rldging. 

Conclusions 

Cllmatic variability and the associated instability in 
food production in the arld and semiarid regions calls for 
strategies that employ real-time information on soils. 
crops, and environment for decision maklng. Wlthout 
doubt, we now have the tools. through the explosion of 
computer technology, to collect, store. process. and 
interpret soil. crop, and weather data. Sol1 and crop 
models provide an efiective means to analyze data and 
summarize results in a user-oriented format. Integra- 
tion of models for agrocjlmatfc analysis will only hasten 
the application of agroclimatic information for increas- 
ing and stabilizing food production. 
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